
Docket updates. Many pages. I’ve downloaded and am in
here now. Wow. Absolutely stunning. Read below.
@SidneyPowell1 asks for a di […]"

threadreaderapp.com/thread/1187558935517106176.html

Tracy Beanz

, 22 tweets, 9 min read

BREAKING: Docket updates. Many pages. I’ve downloaded and am in here now. Wow.

BREAKING - new @SidneyPowell1 filing in the Flynn case.

Lisa Page edited the Flynn 302.

James Clapper told WaPo reporter Ignatius to basically "take the kill shot on Flynn"

THREAD

cc @KerriKupecDOJ pic.twitter.com/YqEIsMUAiu

— Techno Fog (@Techno_Fog) October 25, 2019
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Absolutely stunning. Read below.
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@SidneyPowell1 asks for a dismissal

As @Techno_Fog reports, LISA PAGE edited the Flynn 302. This is abhorrent.
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The government provided Brady production in the form of publicly released information,
even using the SCRIBD account of a reporter to supply texts to Flynn. This is a travesty.
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Again, exculpatory information is not produced until AFTER it is publicly disclosed.
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I want to make sure everyone is reading all of this. This is an absolutely stunning filing. I
don’t even need to make comment. Here we learn more texts about Strzok and Page and
the Flynn setup. No Logan act violation. They knew then and they and their media lackeys
didn’t care.
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They completely edited the 302s to make it appear as though Flynn said things he did not
and to frame him. Straight up. They edited their 302.
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Powell writes that the Specia Counsel controlled the press to keep these texts etc under
wraps until they could obtain a plea from Flynn.
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The Carter Page FISA or another undisclosed FISA on Flynn was used to obtain information

@SidneyPowell1 states there was a conflict with Flynn’s former attorneys, Covington (I’d say.)
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The 302s have been edited, the notes provided, written by Strzok were written later - there
is no predicate basis or truth to anything the charges are based on
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The notes from the 302s provided to Flynn as exculpatory WERE HEAVILY REDACTED.
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Special counsel attorney Van Grace LIED to Flynn’s defense team. He represented that there
was only one 302. This is the most disgusting thing I’ve ever seen coming from our justice
department.
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An example of the changes - scum to say the least. Look at their changes and how it effects
the outcome.

Powell references a letter from the UK National Security Advisor that eviscerates the
credibility of Christopher Steele
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THEY GOT BONUSES FOR PARTICIPATING IN THE CLINTON EMAIL INVESTIGATION.

This is a statement from Strzok in what appears to be an internal investigation regarding a
leak to @SaraCarterDC while she was at Circa. Notice how thirdhand and secondhand info
isn’t ok.
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There is a Lisa Page 302 from October of 2018.
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Last tweet before bed after what has been a LONG day - Powell included an affidavit from a
handwriting expert that didn’t seem to help or harm the case. At the end are all of Strzoks
notes, unredacted but for a bit at the top. She’s crafty, that Powell. I will attach them here.

I can’t read them now my eyes are blurry. Have at it, diggers!
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see allMore from @tracybeanz

Tracy Beanz
@tracybeanz
THREAD: The NY Times is reporting (along with many others) that this Dirham investigation
began in May. This is the transcript of James Baker before the House Committee. Note the
date: 10/3/18 - over a year ago. Note what Baker says to Jordan when asked a question (next
tweet)
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Jordan asks Baker a question in regards to the Steele dossier and David Corn from Mother
Jones - he was one of the first reporting and receiving info from Steele
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Bakers attorney cuts him off- Jordan and Meadows ask if it’s because the IG is investigating.
They reply that it is because of John Durham. GOOD INVESTIGATIONS HAPPEN IN SECRET.
Durham has been investigating since before October of 2018. We are over a year into this.
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Read 5 tweets

Tracy Beanz
@tracybeanz
Hang on, folks - it’s about to get exciting.

“Mr. Barr’s reliance on Mr. Durham, a widely respected and veteran prosecutor who has
investigated C.I.A. torture and broken up Mafia rings, could help insulate the attorney
general from accusations that he is doing the president’s bidding and putting politics above
justice.”

KEY QUOTE: “It was not clear what potential crime Mr. Durham is investigating, nor when 33/42
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KEY QUOTE: “It was not clear what potential crime Mr. Durham is investigating, nor when
the criminal investigation was prompted. A Justice Department spokeswoman declined to
comment.”

Read 12 tweets

Tracy Beanz
@tracybeanz

 BREAKING: Democrats "Star" Witness William Taylor sat on the Board of Ukranian NGO
with Deep Ties to George Soros uncoverdc.com/2019/10/24/dem…
I was drawn to this. It seemed curious to me that he would mention that and not mention
what the name of this curious NGO was. So I set out to find it.

It took almost fifteen full hours of research, but I finally found the answer BURIED in an
obscure archived article from the US-Ukraine Business Council website:
usubc.org/site/past-usub…

Read 5 tweets

Related threads

Techno Fog
@Techno_Fog

BREAKING - new @SidneyPowell1 filing in the Flynn case.
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Lisa Page edited the Flynn 302.

James Clapper told WaPo reporter Ignatius to basically "take the kill shot on Flynn"

THREAD

cc @KerriKupecDOJ
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@SidneyPowell1@KerriKupecDOJ Included: new Page/Strzok texts.

Discussion between Lisa Page and Peter Strzok re: editing the Flynn 302.

Strzok to Page: "I made your edits"

Also discussion of misleading leadership re: picking up 302.

@SidneyPowell1@KerriKupecDOJ New Page/Strzok texts also include this post-Flynn
interview analysis of Strzok.

This appears to confirm they left the interview thinking Flynn didn't lie.
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Read 9 tweets

Mercedes Stephenson
@MercedesGlobal
#BREAKING #Exclusive The second in command of Canada’s military Vice Chief of the
Defence Staff, Lt General Paul Wynnyk quit his job. He wrote a scathing letter to CDS General
Vance obtained by Global News alleging Vance planned to put Mark Norman back into the
job #cdnpoli #CAF
In his letter LGen Wynnyk writes "the purpose of his letter is to advise you of my intent to
release from the Canadian Armed Forces within the next 30 days." This VERY fast for a Vice
to be leaving. Next up comes his reasons why. Wynnyk is not happy #cdnpoli #CAF #
Wynnyk writes that when he accepted the VCDS position Gen Vance required him two year
commitment from him, Wynnyk says he originally planned to retire in 2019 but agreed to
serve "away from my family and beyond maximum pensionable time..." #cdnpoli #CAF
Read 20 tweets

Sotiri Dimpinoudis ❁
@sotiridi
#Breaking: Just in - Reports that some fighter jets of the Israeli airforce have been taken of
just recently, and that #IDF drones and helicopters are entering the airspace of the #Gaza
strip right now! #Israel
#Update: #Israel's ambulance service has raised it's alert level to the highest possible across
southern #Israel as continued systematic preparation of escalation continues. #Gaza.
#Update: All night confusion protests of #Hamas at the #Gaza/#Israel strip border this night
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#Update: All night confusion protests of #Hamas at the #Gaza/#Israel strip border this night
will be cancelled!
Read 68 tweets

Sotiri Dimpinoudis
@sotiridi
#Breaking:Just in #Venezuela is experiencing a nation wide Power outage! For almost 1
hour! Maduro regime is claiming sabotage at the power station. The #Caracas airport
control tower is working on generators to keep flight landing and departing.

#Breaking: Just in - Reports that generator in the biggest "Hospital de Clínicas" in #Caracas
in #Venezuela has failed to start the power in the building.
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#Update: Traffic in #Venezuela and in #Caracas is a complete mess. Not enough police
officers in the country to guide every important traffic stop.
Read 223 tweets

Nichole Manna
@NicholeManna
#BREAKING: Portions of downtown Fort Worth are closed off after a scaffolding collapsed
during a construction project in the 200 block of Main St, according to reports.
@mingoramirezjr is walking over there now to find out more.
@mingoramirezjr Update: Two people are in critical condition and are trapped, according to
authorities. Crews are working to get them out now.
@mingoramirezjr Check for updates on the Fort Worth scaffolding collapse here: star-
telegram.com/news/local/com…
Read 6 tweets

Sotiri Dimpinoudis
@sotiridi
#Breaking: The #YellowVests protests in France #Paris are getting out of hands people
throwing Molotov Cocktails, and self made minor explosive devices. #GiletsJaunes as
people demand for French President #Macron to resign.
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#Update: More then a dozen of cars, Scooters, and vans have been set on fire in #Paris in
France! People are scaling the Champs-Élysées monument and are screaming #Macron
resign now! #GilletsJaunes #YellowVests
#Update: Some pictures of the protests today in #Paris in France.
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Read 28 tweets

Trending hashtags

Support us! We are indie developers!

This site is made by just three indie developers on a laptop doing marketing, support and
development! Read more about the story.

Become a Premium Member ($3.00/month or $30.00/year) and get exclusive features!

Become Premium

Too expensive? Make a small donation by buying us coffee ($5) or help with server cost
($10)

Donate via Paypal Become our Patreon
Thank you for your support!
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